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1.
Cleaning section.
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2.
Vibro separator with aspirator.
3.
Pneumatic conveying system.
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4.
Dry stoner and vertical intensive dampening mixer.
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5.
Setting-up of modules for shipment.
6.
Packing of modules.
7.
One 4-module complete milling unit
in container ready for shipment.
8.
View of two milling units
pre-assembled at Ocrim workshops.
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9.10.
Filter, fan, air manifold , and plant electric panel.
11.
Plansifter with 4 channels and 20 sieves.
12.
Horizontal rollermill.
13.
Milling section.
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Updated concept of wheat milling unit based upon a milling flow
sheet of 8 passages suitable for the production of high yield and
quality flours.
The milling unit consists mainly of four modules (containing the relevant
pre-assembled equipment, pneumatic lines, aspiration ducts, electrical
cableways and cables, connections, etc.) easily pre-assembled in
modules similar to container of 40', each having the following
dimensions: length 12 m., width 2.45 m. height 2.45 m.

This unit has been studied and constructed with the purpose of
speeding-up the on-site erection as it is only needed to connect the four
modules each other to have the plant fully operational. The wheat and
finished products storage facilities will be separately provided according
to the specific tempering time, type of wheat to be milled, and flour
storage requirement.
The milling unit consists of one cleaning formed by: one magnetic
separator, one vibro separator with relevant aspirator, and one dry
stoner.
The wheat dampening is carried out through one vertical intensive
dampening mixer: a new concept of dampening/scouring/aspirating.
The milling section consists of two horizontal rollermills with rolls of
1250x250 mm, each divided into four passages, 1 plansifter, 1 vibro
finisher, 1 polygonal bran finisher.
The air from the aspiration and pneumatic conveying systems is cleaned
through two filters provided with low pressure sleeves cleaning, thus
ensuring the dust issue in full respect of the environment and according
to the strict EEC rules.
The hourly capacity is granted and controlled by an electronic measurer
installed on the first break passage.
The total power consumption is approx. within the range of 50
kWh/tonnes of wheat.
14.15.
Milling unit MCA at Eurl Saif, Chréa - W. de Tebessa / Algérie
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Technical features of the equipment can be modified without any obligation of notice. Data and photo reprints may be not fully in accordance with the market versions.

The module structure is the self-supporting, therefore it is only necessary
to build the supporting base to set the plant on site.

